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April 27th, 2021

To: Prime Minister Boris Johnson

From: Foreign Secretary Nina Baker

Re: The U.S. Decision to Withdraw Troops from Afghanistan

I have received your memorandum, analyzed the attached intelligence documents, and

have come to my conclusion as to why the Biden Administration has pulled troops from

Afghanistan.

Though the United States’ decision to withdraw troops from Afghanistan is justified

under a rational actor analysis, various misperceptions pushed President Biden towards the full

withdrawal of U.S. troops from Afghanistan. Furthermore, the role of Biden’s perceptual biases

is exacerbated by the strength of Presidential Power with regard to foreign policy decisions,

since the President is the final decision-maker due to his role as Commander-in-Chief. Despite

Biden’s perceptual bias leading to this decision, this situation is problematic for Great Britain.

Rather, the U.S. removal to remove troops from Afghanistan will strengthen our

British-American alliance by narrowing in our joint-objectives into more pressing areas of

foreign affairs.

I have organized this briefing into six subsections, each looking at Biden’s decision

through different theoretical approaches:the rational actor model, Krasner’s view of presidential

power, governmental decision-making, the influence of perceptual biases, the root method, and

deterrence theory.

Troop Removal Through the Lens of Rational Actor Analysis

When President George Bush invaded Afghanistan in 2001, the original objective was to

destroy the terrorist group al-Qaeda and prevent the group from using the country as a base for
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future attacks (Whitlock, April 14). By the time Biden transitioned into his role as U.S. President

in early 2021, the original objective had amorphized into grandiose goals of establishing a

democracy with quality healthcare, public education, and a strong Afghan military to prevent

future Taliban uprisings (Whitlock, April 14). Despite this, Biden is firm in his view that the

United States’s objective must be confined to uprooting al-Qaeda (Sanger & Shear, April 14). To

Biden, this objective has been entirely achieved. Given that achievement, troop withdrawal

becomes the logical conclusion, and the question for the Biden administration shifts to when and

under what conditions should the U.S. withdraw from Afghanistan?

In deciding how to withdraw, the Biden administration was faced with two options: First,

the U.S. could attempt a “conditions-based” approach, and would maintain a small

counterterrorism force in Afghanistan to prevent al-Qaeda’s resurgence, and only attempt a full

withdrawal if favorable conditions were met. Alternatively, the U.S. could remove troops

entirely, without consideration for on-the-ground conditions.

The Biden Administration took the latter route, because the U.S. has an interest in

withdrawing the 2,500 soldiers currently stationed in Afghanistan in order for those troops to

engage in counterterrorism efforts elsewhere (Sanger & Shear, April 14). Since the original

invasion in 2001, terrorism has stopped being centered in one place, like Afghan soil, but has

dispersed across the globe into Northern Africa, Syria, and beyond. However, the trade-off for

the U.S. in deciding to remove troops from Afghanistan is that the U.S. will be less able to

maintain the same efficacy of counterrorism operations within Afghanistan, potentially leaving

the door open for al-Qaeda resurgence. Without U.S. troops to support the Afghan government,

al-Qaeda and other terrorist groups could easily regain regional control within two years
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(Ignatius). When the U.S. removed troops entirely from Afghanistan, the U.S. decided to weigh

the opportunity cost of 2,500 soldiers over these risks of al-Qaeda and Taliban resurgence.

This trade-off is justified. A mere 2,500 troops would do little to deter a large-scale

terrorist attack in Kabul, so the opportunity cost for keeping the troops in Afghanistan is even

higher than it immediately appears to be (Cooper, Sanger & Schmitt, April 13). Additionally, the

potential for al-Qaeda resurgence must be evaluated alongside the fact that the U.S. does not plan

on abandoning counterterrorism efforts against al-Qaeda and Taliban completely. Instead, the

U.S. plans to use diplomacy to pressure the Taliban and to continue providing security assistance

to the Afghan government (DeYoung, April 13). Furthermore, if the U.S. shifts its monetary and

military efforts away from Afghanistan and towards other terrorist groups, like Boko Haram,

than the U.S. not only has the ability to prevent terrorist insurgencies elsewhere in the world, but

also has the ability to prevent al-Qaeda from forming alliances with these other terrorist groups

by preventing these other organizations from gaining further power.

Despite the trade-off between potential terrorist resurgence being justified, part of the

reason why the Biden Administration chose to fully withdraw is closely-tied to two areas of

perceptual bias on the part of the President: misplaced historical analogies, and Biden’s evoked

set. I will elaborate in later subsections of this memorandum, but the principles behind Biden’s

misperception remain relevant because they bind U.S. rationality under rational actor analysis.

We must also be aware that Biden’s rationality will be bounded by his misperceptions in the

long-term, which may prove costly as future foreign policy crises arise. Additionally, though the

primary way U.S. rationality is bounded right now is Biden’s perception, U.S. decision-making

in Afghanistan will become even more bounded once troops are removed, because the U.S. will

lose intelligence-gathering capabilities in Afghanistan (Cooper, Sanger & Schmitt, April 13).
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The Role of Biden’s Presidential Power (At the Expense of Bureaucracy)

Biden is the final decision-maker in regards to troop removal in Afghanistan due to his

role as Commander-in-Chief of the U.S. Military. Though bureaucrats and military-officials

within the Biden administration like Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin III and Gen. Mark Milley

fervently encouraged  the President to maintain a residual presence in Afghanistan, it was the

President himself who made the final call (Cooper, Sanger & Schmitt, April 13). This degree of

presidential power demonstrates how bureaucratic procedures likely played little role in altering

the Biden Administration’s decision to withdraw. Additionally, Stephen Krasner shows that the

decisions of any president are not just shaped by the powers of the role, but also by the unique

personality traits of each president which makes them into who they are as a person (Krasner

172). For this reason, the decision to withdraw U.S. troops from Afghanistan is also shaped by

who Biden is as a person -  a father to the late-Beau Biden, who served 13 years in the Iraq War -

which predisposes Biden to prioritize keeping soldiers out of warzones (Sanger & Shear, April

14).

Possible Areas of Perceptual Bias in the Actions of the President

Differences in evoked sets between President Biden and prior U.S. Presidents are a

reason as to why troop withdrawal is occurring under Biden rather than in a prior administration.

The interest in protecting soldiers’ lives in the War in Afghanistan is a more immediate concern

for President Biden in comparison to prior U.S. Presidents (Obama and Trump in particular)

because of Biden’s emotional attachment towards his son. Biden referenced his son in his speech

on April 14, 2021, stating that he was the first president in the last four decades to have had a

child serving in a war-zone, indicating that Beau Biden’s service was a factor - even if

subconsciously - in weighing the value of soldiers’ lives so prominently (Sanger & Shear, April
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14). The number “2,500” is a more salient number to President Biden than it had been for his

predecessors, because Biden sees that number as two-thousand-five-hundred individual soldiers -

sons, daughters, fathers, and mothers - and not just 2,500 troops to be maneuvered around

Afghanistan. This is not to say that past presidents were uncaring, rather Biden’s evoked set

causes him to prioritize interests of keeping the U.S. soldiers safe and out of a directionless war

like Afghanistan compared to President Obama or to President Trump, due to the perceived risk

to individual soldiers (Jervis 211). This predisposition also explains Biden’s heavily suspicious

views towards the perpetuation of U.S. troops in Afghanistan while serving as vice president

during the Obama administration (Gearan, April 13).

Additionally, the legacy of the Vietnam and Iraq Wars cast a shadow over the

decision-making processes of not just President Biden, but also members of the Pentagon, the

Presidential Cabinet, and other U.S. Intelligence agencies on both sides of the withdrawal debate

(Cooper, Sanger & Schmitt, April 13). Critics of Biden’s decision to withdraw are quick to draw

comparisons between Biden’s decision and the 1973 withdrawal in Vietnam and its resulting fall

of Saigon two years later - but the conditions of Vietnam and Afghanistan cannot be analogized.

The enhancement of drone technology, for example, will enhance the speed and accuracy of

defense if the U.S. needs to mount a future attack against the potential rise of Taliban power.

This option was unavailable in Vietnam and Iraq. For this reason alone, we must be skeptical in

quickly assuming that the same resurgence of militant power which occurred in Vietnam and Iraq

will necessarily come to fruition in Afghanistan (Cooper, Sanger & Schmitt, April 13). However,

we must also be skeptical of proponents of Biden’s decision who claim that the war in

Afghanistan is just as much of a dead-end war and then use only the Vietnam and Iraq War as

support for that claim. For the same reasons as listed above, Vietnam and Iraq cannot be
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analogized to Afghanistan and the Biden Administration would be mistaken to justify its

decision to remove troops based on those analogies.

The Influence of Governmental Politics onto the President’s Decision-Making

With Biden’s $2 trillion dollar infrastructure plan being put to the U.S. Congress in the

upcoming legislative session, Biden is wary of taking politically unpopular actions because he

does not want congressmen to vote against the bill in retaliation (Tankersley). Despite this, my

analysis indicates that governmental politics played little role in the decision to withdraw. Given

the unimportance of the war in Afghanistan for the U.S. public, and given the multitude of praise

from both Republicans and Democrats in Congress, Biden had no reason to be hesitant in the

decision to withdraw. In other words: if withdrawal had been extremely unpopular, Biden

would’ve been significantly less likely to take such a drastic action. But because it was not

salient to the U.S. public, the decision could be made with little domestic repercussion.

The Root Method

The U.S. decision to withdraw troops from Afghanistan is an exemplification of Charles

Lindblohm’s Root Method of policymaking because the decision was a drastic divergence from

the prior policy of incremental troop movements in Afghanistan. Furthermore, Biden being the

central decision-maker in troop withdrawal lends additional support for the root method being

utilized over the branch method, because the root method often occurs when a centralized

decision-maker - with already pre-set objectives and values - is the final arbiter of

decision-making.

Deterrence Theory Abandoned by the President

The Biden Administration has abandoned conventional deterrence approaches in the

decision to withdraw because the U.S. will no longer maintain the military power to deter
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al-Qaeda resurgence. As a result of withdrawal, the Taliban - and other terrorist groups like Boko

Haram or the Islamic State - may expect that the U.S. will be more prone to retreat from other

hard-fought conflicts in the future (Jervis 104). However, we would be misguided to think that

the Taliban necessarily views the U.S. withdrawal in this light; as always, it is essential to remain

vigilant regarding our assumptions when concerning foreign powers (Jervis 112). Conversely,

viewed through the lens of spiral theory, withdrawal may be a conciliatory measure because the

U.S. will shift its focus towards successful peace talks between Kabul and the Taliban, rather

than relying on military power.

Implications for the United States’ and for the U.S.-British Alliances Going Forward

Biden’s decision to withdraw troops from Afghanistan introduces the question of whether

the Biden administration - as well as future U.S. presidential administrations -  will be tenacious

enough in dealing with 21st century terrorism. Though this concern is valid, Biden’s decision

shows his pragmatism in recognizing that the power of the U.S. Presidency is not infinite. The

limitations of Biden’s time, the constraints of the government's budget, and the finitude of

military manpower means that each foreign policy decision has an opportunity cost. And the

opportunity cost of keeping 2,500 troops stationed in Afghanistan - for reasons which even

Biden himself has deemed “increasingly unclear” - is stark (Sanger & Shear, April 14). The

threats of the 2020’s have moved beyond Afghanistan and the Taliban to African terrorist

organizations like Boko Haram, climate change, Iran’s increasing nuclear capabilities, and

Chinese Hegemony (Gearon, April 13). These goals are all goals in which the British

government and our NATO allies share. With this mind, the U.S. removal of troops from

Afghanistan presents an opportunity to refine our British-American alliance into more specific

foreign policy objectives which will better address this increasingly globalized world.
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